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the first to award authors monetary prizes
and encourage the submission of videos of

their papers. The second Best Paper
competition was held in 1997, won by

Healey. The second edition of the IDG Best
Paper Contest went online and formed a

special session of the International
Conference on Data Engineering (ICDE). The
awards were held at the General Election in

Holland. It is managed by a Board of
Overseers and is based on an academic
track program that includes workshops,

conferences, journals, and project teams. In
the early 1990s the sponsorship of IDG
Books was sought to help support the

development of research in the area of
information and systems engineering for

data mining. Interesting Facts The IDG Best
Paper Award is acknowledged by the ITA
Science Committee as the pre-eminent

award in the area of data mining. The ITA
Best Paper Award, unlike many other

academic awards, does not refer to specific
journals as related to the main area of
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area, or career stage. Since 1995 the awards
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Systems in the Netherlands. The ITA

Software company is the developer of the
IBM DB2 international database system and

the ITA Software Schema-Manager. Free
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